
Launch of a New Contemporary Art Gallery in Soho, London,
ALICE BLACK opens with ‘STATIC/KINETIC’ show

‘STATIC/KINETIC’

Date: Saturday 20 May – Thursday 29 June
Private View: Friday 19 May, 6-9pm
Gallery address: 47 Berwick St (1st Fl), Soho, London W1F 8SQ
Opening hours: Wednesday to Friday 10am-6pm, Saturday 11am-4pm and by appointment

ALICE BLACK is a new contemporary art gallery based in the heart of Soho, London. It is co-
founded by Alice Black & Mat Symonds. The gallery will be working with a dynamic network 
of both emerging and established artsts who distnguish themselves through their powerful 
combinaton of strong creatve vision and notable technical ability. Its aim is to create an 
exhibiton programme which stmulates and communicates aesthetcally as much as it does 
intellectually.
 
Opening with the debut exhibiton ‘STATIC/KINETIC’, the frst show explores the lively
connecton between eight postwar and contemporary artsts working in the feld of
geometric abstracton: Daniel Chadwick; Richard Caldicot; Ben Gooding; Andre Stt; Kate
Terry; Ivan Black; Maryrose Watson and Victor Vasarely. 

For sales and press inquires please contact Alice Black
Contact: alice@aliceblackart.com | (+ 44) 77 4348 8626 | 47 Berwick Street, London W1F 8SQ
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The element common to all the works in the frst show is the use of movement and
dynamism as a means to create new visual experiences and more interactve relatonships
with the viewer. ‘STATIC/KINETIC’ does not take the noton of movement literally; the factor
shared by all the works in the show is the visual manifestaton of energy, both perceived and
actual. 

The viewer will encounter works which disrupt and de-stabilise the body’s experience of
space. Maryrose Watson’s woven ‘Feather Series’ works are created of the loom and react
with light to create a constantly changing visual experience.  Kate Terry’s sculptural works
reveal the intersecton between structural rigor and almost imperceptble evanescence. The
perspectval drawings explore the possibilites for creatng space and volume in architectural
setngs, the most recent of which spanned the Eli & Edith Broad Art Museum, Michigan. 

Daniel Chadwick and Ivan Black’s kinetc sculptures are set alive by a power source external
to themselves. These complex fuid structures form part of a dynamic sequence that mutate
upon the introducton of energy. Damian Hirst said of Daniel Chadwick’s work, “People have
been moved by every kind of art. Daniel Chadwick's art moves the viewer as they move
themselves, as the sun makes everything move.”

Richard Caldicot’s photographic works delve into the interplay between space, form and
colour. Elton John, an important collector of Caldicot’s work says, “Richard has the unique
ability to transform the medium of photography, creatng something new, but stll using the
most traditonal techniques”. Andre Stt’s paintngs draw upon the confguraton of the built
and statc environment, actvatng kinetc energies within the pictorial space. Ben Gooding’s
scored aluminium works employ mathematcal devices through which a structure will
emerge as a visual aggregate of the system that defnes it. 

Finally, Victor Vasarely, the godfather of Op Art, created ‘Iaca’ between 1955-62. It was
previously exhibited in the 1965 Arts Council exhibiton ‘Art & Movement: An Internatonal
Exhibiton’, alongside Marcello Salvadori, J.R. Soto, Takis and Keith Pots. 

ALICE BLACK seeks to foster an inclusive forum to draw collectors and the public closer to
the creatve process. It is an environment enriched by the creatve input of the artsts,
collectors, curators, gallerists, writers, enthusiasts and the curious, with all of whom it
collaborates.

ALICE BLACK also consults for private clients.

About Alice Black & Mat Symonds:

Alice Black graduated in Art History from Sussex University in 2013 and has previously held
positons at Stephen Friedman Gallery and Phillips Aucton House. Mat Symonds is a
London-based investor and art collector. He is a Board Member of Notngham
Contemporary and Patron of the Royal Academy of Arts.
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Notes to Editors:

Ivan Black in 2016 had large scale works acquired for permanent public display by Jimo City,
China and Cotesloe in Perth, Australia. He has also exhibited at The Cass Foundaton, UK;
Interart Sculpture Park, Netherlands; Palmyra Sculpture Centre, Mallorca; Kinetca Museum,
London and the Hannah Peschar Sculpture Garden, Surrey. 

Richard Caldicot is included in many internatonal collectons including; Sir Elton John
Collecton, London, Los Angeles; Christopher Hyland Collecton, New York; Goldman Sachs
Internatonal, London; Kunstmuseum Bonn, Germany; Goss-Michael Foundaton, Dallas;
Museum im Kulturspeicher, Würzburg; Fidelity Worldwide Investment, London. He has solo
shows scheduled in 2017 at Sous Les Etoiles Gallery, New York and ATLAS Gallery, London.

Daniel Chadwick has had solo shows at Lefevre Fine Art, London (1999 & 2001), Beaux Arts,
London (2005), Dadiani, London (2015). His work can be found in several signifcant private
and public collectons including Perot Museum, Dallas, Damian Hirst collecton, London; Biot
Japan; Heineken, Amsterdam; Derwent, London; Hix, London; Groucho Club, London. His
'Constellaton 2014' was exhibited at Gloucester Cathedral as part of 'Crucible 2' alongside
Damien Hirst, Gavin Turk and Antony Gormley.  Other notable exhibitons include 'What
Marcel Duchamp Taught Me' at the Fine Art Society, London (2014). 

Ben Gooding solo shows include ‘Edge of Percepton’, Art Link Canada & Jaydon Gallery,
Vancouver (2017); ‘The Determined Line’, Residence Gallery, London (2015). Group
exhibitons include ‘Platorm 10’, Leydon Gallery, London (2016) and ‘From Centre’ - co-
curated by Saturaton Point Projects and Slate Projects, Loud and Western Building, Fulham,
London (2016).

Andre Stt has exhibited at MoMA PS1, New York (2000); Venice Biennale, Venice (2005);
Baltc Contemporary Art Centre, England (2005); Bangkok Art & Culture Centre, Thailand
(2008); Galerie Lehtnen, Berlin (2011); John Moores (2012); Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool
(2012).

Kate Terry solo exhibitons include ‘Suspended Space’, Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum,
Michigan (2016-17); ‘Alpha Beta’ Volker Diehl Cube, Berlin (2016); ‘Open Forms’, Virginia
Commonwealth University, Qatar (2013); ‘Plan of the Present Work’, IMT Gallery, London
(2011). 

Maryrose Watson exhibited in ‘Future Map’, Zabludowicz Collecton, London (2014);
‘COLLECT’, Saatchi Gallery, London (2012, 2013, 2014). She was awarded the Peter
Collingwood Trust Award in 2011 and forms part of the permanent collecton of University of
the Arts London. 

Victor Vasarely is included in the collectons of many of the major museums worldwide
including MoMA, New York; The Metropolitan Museum, New York and TATE, London. Much
of his work is housed in the Vasarely Museum at the Château de Gourdes, France, and the
Vasarely Museum, Budapest. Vasarely was the recipient of numerous prestgious awards,
including the Guggenheim Prize in New York (1964); the Grand prix at the Sao Paulo Biennial
and the French Chevalier de l'Ordre de la Légion d'Honneur (1970).
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